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A SOLUTION METHOD FOR A SYSTEM OF
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Abstract

The system of nonlinear differential equations being a generalization of Toda
and Volterra chains is considered. Lax representation for this system is found.
The solution of the Cauchy problem for the mentioned system is found by the
method of the inverse spectral problem.

Applications of the methods of the inverse spectral problem to integration of
nonlinear dynamical systems such as Toda chain and Volterra chain (see [1]-[5] and
their references) are known well. Initial boundary value problems for the systems
of differential equations of Toda chain and Volterra chain type are undoubtedly of
applied interest and therefore they are the subject of active study already in the
course of a number of years (see [3], [4]).

For the real-valued functions an = an(t) ∈ C(1)[0,∞), bn = bn(t) ∈
∈ C(1)[0,∞) consider the Cauchy problem for the following system of equations
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α

2
an(bn − bn+1) +

β
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an(a2

n−1 − a2
n+1 + b2

n − b2
n+1),

bn = α(a2
n−1 − a2

n) + β[a2
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a−1 = aN = 0, · = d
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,

(1)

an(0) = a0
n > 0, bn(0) = b0

n, n = 0, ..., N, (2)

where α and β are real numbers. Note that the system of equations (1) becomes
Toda’s chain for α = 1, β = 0 and Volterra’s chain for α = 0, β = 1, bn ≡ 0.

In the present paper, by the method of the inverse spectral problem we obtain
formulas for finding the solution of problem (1)-(2) at any time t. Global solvability
of problem (1)-(2) is proved.

1. Preliminary information
In this item we formulate some known facts related to the inverse spectral prob-

lem for finite Jacobi matrices a lot of which are contained with their proofs in [2],
[6]. [7].

Consider (N + 1)-dimensional Jacobi matrix

L =




b0 a0 0 0 0
a0 b1 a1 0 0

.............................
0 0 0 ... bN−1 bN−1

0 0 0 ... bN−1 bN−1




.

Introduce the difference equation

an−1yn−1 + bnyn + anyn+1 = λyn, n = 0, 1, ..., N,




